Math Tip Worksheet

Knowing how to calculate a tip at a restaurant quickly and precisely is a good skill to have. It is acceptable to tip between 15 and 20 percent of your total bill. Use these examples to sharpen your tipping skills!

SHOW ALL WORK.

1. At Pizza Hut, your bill was $15.97 plus tax. Give each tip amount shown.
   - 15% tip: ________________________________
   - 18% tip: ________________________________
   - 20% tip: ________________________________

2. Your lunch bill came to $9.87 plus tax. Give each tip amount shown.
   - 15% tip: ________________________________
   - 18% tip: ________________________________
   - 20% tip: ________________________________

3. You and a friend ordered fajitas for two, and agreed to split the bill. The bill came to $19.06. Give each tip amount shown.
   - 15% tip: ________________________________
   - 18% tip: ________________________________
   - 20% tip: ________________________________
4. You went to a coffeehouse with friends and ordered an iced coffee and dessert, which came to $6.87. Give each tip amount shown.

15% tip: _____________________________

18% tip: _____________________________

20% tip: _____________________________

5. At dinner with your classmate, the bill came to $21.99. Give each tip amount shown.

15% tip: _____________________________

18% tip: _____________________________

20% tip: _____________________________

6. Make up a word problem using tip. Give the answers for each tip amount.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

15% tip: _____________________________

18% tip: _____________________________

20% tip: _____________________________